"~11 index numbers which are not freakish or biased practically agree vlth eech other."
Irving Fisher1
INTBODUCTION
In this paper ve focus on a mystery ve uncovered vhila undertsklng a ' detailed audit of the US Bureeu of Labor Statistics producer price index (PPI).
Our puzzle is summarized in Figure 1 spliced fixed vefghtse2 we find that over the same time period, the four-company price index increased at only 6.68% per year. Finally, vhen we employ a Divisia price index procedure that incorporates new goods immediately, the aggregate four-firm price index grovs at a rate of only 6.03% per year.
Uhy
Is it that the BLS price index grows approximately 50% more rapidly (9.09% VS.
6.03X) than the Divisia price index? This mystery is the focal point of our In Section V we address the "youthful goods" problem in further detail, Finally,
in Section VI we summarize our findings and describe our agenda for further research.
II. wm INDEX FOR SIC 2834J
The PPI is one of the oldest continuous statistical data systems published by the BIS, although until 1978 it was known as the Wholesale Price Index (UPI).
The first WPI, published for the base period 1890-1899, was an unweighted average of price relatives for about 2S0 commodities. Since that tioe, aany changes have been made, including alterations in the sample of comaodities, the base period, and the method of calculating the index. According to the U.S.
Department of labor [1988, p, 1251, the 1978 For our purposes, it is important to note that the tvo clearly signiffcant age-related coefficients from the age-price regressions (1) and (2) of Table 5 coincide vfth the tvo age groups vhere the BLS sample and fourcompany universe revenue shares differ most dramatically --under age tvo and betveen ages 7 and 10 (see Table 4 It is vorth emphasizing, however, that in this paper vt do not ask vhy it ia that the BtS oversamples medium-age products and undersamples never products, nor do ve pursue why it is that price changes for medium-age products tend to be larger than those for younger products. Table 6 , where it is seen that allowing revenue share weights to change but restricting the set of products to incumbent ones except for a January 1988 update results in growth rates surprisingly similar to the traditional Laspeyres index --6.36% vs. 6.58X in Cycle I, 7.12X vs. 6.89X
during Cycle II, and 6.61X vs. 6.68X overall. However, when the set of products used excludes all nev goods (i.e., all products introduced after The evidence we have presented suggests that, in terms of sampled items, the difference cannot be attributed to the four firms being unrepresentative of the industry as a vhole, for growth rates of prices for items sampled by the BLS at the four firms are very close to that of the official PPI (8.94X VS.
9.09X).
Moreover, when IIIS data are employed for a sub-class of products (systemic anti-infectives) encompassing almost the entire universe of products, the difference in AAGR becomes even larger --6.26X for the official PPI vs. 16tlonthly total revenue data by therapeutic class were purchased from Ills.
17This smoothing procedure was employed to mitigate the problem of "drift that occurs with chained indexes such as the Divisia.
For further discussion, see Berndt, Griliches and Rosett (19901, as 
